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Touring Strategies for Adult Tours 
Our goal is to give you the confidence to lead adults and/or children on a tour through 
the Conservatory. If you are a Docent, you may find the section on children to be useful 
as you may have children accompanying their parents on your tours.  
 
Conservatory visitors have many different reasons for buying a ticket and allocating an 
hour of their day for their visit. Some were last here 30 years ago when they were 
children, some are locals who jog by the Conservatory almost every day and have not 
been inside, but most visitors are not from San Francisco. About 85% of Conservatory 
visitors are non-residents from cities an hour away, other states, even other countries.  
 
It’s helpful to keep in mind that each visitor has a different reason to visit and has a 
unique take-away from their tour. In his book, Identity and Visitor Motivations, John Falk 
categorizes visitors to a museum into seven major identity groups with different 
motivations for visiting: 
1)  Explorers are curious and love to learn new things. 
2)  Facilitators want their friends and family to have a good time. 
3)  Experience Seekers visit because they should; it’s the thing to do in a given place. 
4)  Professionals/Hobbyists have specific, directed goals for visiting that relate to 

 work or pursuits in which they engage on a regular basis. 
5)  Rechargers want to relax and get a mental break from the world. 
6)  Respectful Pilgrims visit out of a sense of duty or obligation to honor the 

 memory of those represented by an institution/memorial. 
7)  Affinity Seekers visit a particular museum or exhibition, because it speaks to 

 their sense of heritage, identity, or personhood. 
 
Docent Tour Logistics: 
Most Docents do a 45 minute tour. Some do a shorter tour and take fewer questions; 
some do a longer tour and take more questions. You should start with 40-45 minutes. 
Select 3-5 plants in each gallery, and spend 1-2 minutes on each. Combine that with 
visitor questions and walking from one gallery to another and you’ll do a 45 minute tour: 
 
    5 minute intro with historical facts and general facts about the tropics 
+10 minutes in Lowlands 
+10 minutes in Highlands 
+10 minutes in Aquatics 
+10 minutes in Potted Plants 
=45 minutes 
 
When choosing the plants in each gallery, remember not all plants bloom all the time. It 
is advisable to have an alternative list of plants to discuss. 
 
Docents do not include the Special Exhibit Gallery in their tour. Some lead visitors in the 
Galllery when their tour is done and offer to answer questions. Sometimes there is a 
Special Exhibit Docent in the Gallery available to answer questions. 
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Dress:  
Wear your apron, comfortable shoes, and be prepared for cold and/or hot conditions 
during the tour. You might want lozenges, tissues, or a small bottle of water.  

When you arrive at the Conservatory: 

 Expect to be at the Conservatory for about 90 minutes. Tours last 45 minutes and 
begin at 11:00, 12:30 and 2:30. Arrive 20-30 minutes before your tour. Plan to stay 
15 minutes after your tour to answer questions.  

 Introduce yourself to the Greeter and make certain the “tour” sign is displayed on the 
entryway table. 

 Walk through every gallery and find new blooms, fragrant flowers, etc. so you can 
point them out on your tour. Check the In Bloom printouts in the Volunteer Center or 
visit the website at home or with your smart phone at the Conservatory.  

 You are responsible for recruiting visitors for your tour. Walk through the galleries 
and announce that a free tour is starting in 5 minutes in the lobby. 
 

Take:  

 Use a pointer. You can use your own or one in the Volunteer Center. Please DON’T 
touch the plants OR move the pots! Visitors will do what you do, so lead by example. 

 Props and photos help engage visitors, but are not required. Both are available in 
the Volunteer Center. Some Docents use their iPad or smart phone to show photos. 
Use a spray bottle to show how taro leaves are like umbrellas. Have visitors smell 
vanilla beans or hold the cacao pods harvested from COF’s tree. 

 Please do not read your tour from notecards. You may have note cards to remind 
you of names and facts, but do not use them as a script. You should select plants 
and historical facts that are so interesting to you that you can’t forget them. 
 

Introductions:  

 Start outside if it’s a nice day. If you start in the lobby you should expect visitors and 
groups to come and go and Greeters to talk with visitors. 

 Ask if visitors live in countries located in the tropics.  

 Use a photo of a world map to show where the tropics are located.  Point out that 
“The Equator is like a belt for the Earth. North and south of the Equator are the 
tropics of Cancer and Capricorn and this is the area you will be visiting.”   

 Tell them that there are 5 galleries and name them.  This will help to orient the 
group, but refrain from giving elaborate intros to what they are going to see, instead, 
show them! 

 Remind them of the Please Do Not’s:  no cell phone (except for photos), no touching 
(if you touch they will touch), remind them of the slippery walkways and the 
overhead sprinklers (to keep humidity up) the rain only lasts for a second. 

 Mention they can leave the group and you will not be offended. 

 Let them know if you are taking questions during the tour or just at the end of the 
tour. Try to be open to questions and allow for time. Questions give you feed back 
as to your group’s comprehension and understanding. 
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On the Tour: 

 As you enter each gallery you can mention the name of gallery, temperature range, 
rain fall, altitude and any other characteristics unique to the gallery’s location in the 
world. Talk about how it feels walking from one gallery to another. There’s a change 
in humidity, temperature, even sunlight. 

 Have an overall goal or topic for your tour. Some examples: 
o Giving visitors a renewed appreciation for the tropics and the fauna and 

flora found in the tropics. 
o The history of the Conservatory and plant exploration. 
o Plant adaptations. 
o Highlight the unique and odd plants in the Conservatory or tropics. 

 Listen to your audience. Look at their faces... observe the way they are standing or 
always looking for a place to sit or leave the group... try not to look at the same 
person all the time. 

 Sometimes it is good to use an enticement to keep people from straying away -- 
promise to show them something new in one of the galleries, i.e.  “when we get to 
Potted Plants we have a beautiful, rare black flower” or “you can smell a great orchid 
when we get to Aquatics”. 

 If you want to talk about a specific plant, stand by it, have them move in groups to 
see it, THEN talk about it after they’ve seen it. 

 Be yourself. Draw on your own strengths and don’t conform to another Docent’s way 
of doing tours…  

 Pay attention to your group’s physical comfort. Can everyone see and hear? Is it 
particularly hot in Aquatics today?  

 End your tour in Potted Plants. You can choose to go into the Special Exhibit with 
the group, but it should be clear to them that the tour ends in Potted.  

Questions:  

 If one person starts to take over, tell them you will get back to them after the tour or 
while you are walking to the next gallery.  

 Sometimes asking them to complete a sentence is another way to ask a question: 
i.e. “The name of the 0 degree latitude that goes around the earth is?” (pause and 
wait for someone to say “the equator”.) Repeat only correct answers. 

 Don’t be afraid to say “I don’t know the answer.” Ask your group if someone else 
knows the answer. Visitors can email plant questions to info@sfcof.org.  

Closings: 

Always say thank you for coming and ask them if they learned anything new. Some 
Docents like to end with a note about conserving rain forests or specific plant species. 

Practice! 

Ask you friends to come in for a tour. They will be honest with you. After the tour, ask for 
suggestions and feedback. It will give you practice but mostly it will give you a few 
people in the audience who will like you no matter what you say! You’ll also be expected 
to do a graduation tour for your mentor on the last day of training. 
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Touring Strategies for Jungle Guides 
To begin your tour, establish the current base of knowledge. Find out what they already 
know about plants and the Conservatory. About 50% of the prep the students in 
advance using materials provided by the Conservatory. Some of the students have 
attended a tour last school year. 

Questions for your introduction might include: 

Have you ever been to the Conservatory? 
What do you know about plants? 
What do plants need to live? 
Have you ever grown a plant? 
Where are the tropics? 
Have you ever been to the tropics? 
Did you eat plants for breakfast? 

A Goal 

Create a learning atmosphere for the kids that encourage:  
-Self-confidence in their learning ability.  
-An interest in problem solving.  
-No fear of being wrong, mistakes are an important part of learning. 
-No haste in answering.  
-Flexibility in point of view.  
-Respect for facts, and the ability to distinguish between fact and opinion. 
-No need for final answers to all questions. 
-A new awareness and love of plants. 

Asking Questions 

Inquiry education (sometimes known as the inquiry method) is a student-centered 
method of education focused on asking questions. What this means for us is: 

 Students remember what they tell you more than what you tell them.  

 Avoid telling students anything when you could ask them. (See below for 
example questions) 

 Get them to tell you the information you want to impart. 

 Try asking the students questions they can answer by looking at the plant in 
question.  Otherwise, it’s a trick question and the student feels discouraged if 
they don’t know the answer. Example: “If you were a hungry animal, what 
adaptation would make it hard for you to eat this plant?” Answer: “Spines on the 
leaves.” 

 Try to ask open-ended questions as opposed to close-ended questions that have 
very short, predictable answers, like “yes” or “no.” 

 
Open-ended questions encourage discussion, opinions and a variety of ideas. 
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Example Questions 

 
Observation: 
What sorts of plants do you see here? 
How would you describe this room to 
someone who has never seen it? 
Do you see plants other than trees that 
are reaching for the sunlight? 
Do you see plants with some of their 
parts underwater? 
 
Fact: 
Which are the tallest plants? 
How large are those leaves?  
Are the plants growing in the soil? 
How are these plants shaped? 
 
 
 

Comparison: 
How is this gallery different from the 
gallery we just left? 
How are these groups of plants alike? 
How do the leaves in here compare with 
the leaves in the Highland tropics 
gallery? 
 
 
Prediction:  
What might that adaptation do for the 
plant? 
How might the waxy leaves help this 
plant? 
How might the shape of this plant help it 
store water? 
Why might a plant eat insects?

Response Techniques 

Don’t rush in to answer.  Learn to let the question hang in the air.  Count to seven 
before saying anything.  If no one answers, try asking it in a different way. 
 
Paraphrase the response so all the students can hear it.  Repeat questions asked by 
the students as well, so everyone can benefit form your answer. 

 

Please don’t offer students tastes of any edible items in the bins, like 
spices or chocolate. Please do not bring your own items to have the 
children eat.
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Challenging Students 

 Don’t assume a child that has a hard time paying attention or who is “acting up” 
doesn’t want to learn. They might need to be asked very specific questions, or they 
might need to be engaged more frequently.  

 Have them hold props if they keep touching plants. Keep something in their 
hands! Please don’t swat children’s hands if they are touching plants.  

 If they keep wandering from the group, ask them specific questions to bring them 
back. 

 Have them draw in their booklet while you continue the tour. Praise them for their 
exceptional artwork! 

 If you feel like you have to reprimand a student, know that this is not your 
role! Get an adult with the school involved. Have the chaperone bring the student 
outside and ask the chaperone to stay with them. If you have no chaperone, stop the 
tour, walk with your group until you find a group with a chaperone, and then resume 
the tour.  

 A “worst-case” but acceptable scenario would be to take your entire group 
outside until the rest of the groups are done or a chaperone can take over.  

 Physical contact should only be made with students in order to show 
encouragement. Here are examples: 

 
Appropriate Physical Contact: 

o Encouraging pat on the shoulder or back 
o Handshake 
o High-five 

 
Inappropriate Physical Contact: 

o Smacking hand away from a plant with your hand or an object like a 
pointer or booklet 

o Pat on the shoulder or back to get a child’s attention or discourage a 
behavior 

o Grabbing by the arm – unless it’s a matter of safety (i.e., the child is falling 
into a spikey bromeliad) 

o Hugs 
o Kisses 
o Tickling 
o Hitting 
o Touching bottom, chest, or private areas 
o Any form of contact that is unwanted by the child, including contact listed 

as appropriate. 
 
Practice what we teach the students – use your words to discourage behaviors 
like wandering from the group or touching plants. If you feel like you have to 
reprimand a student, remember that this is not your role! Get an adult with the 
school involved before the situation escalates.  
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10 Teaching Strategies for Jungle Guides  

by Susan Switala Jungle Guide and retired teacher 
 
1. Introduction.  
After introducing yourself, ask the students their name and a few questions to put 
them at ease. “Have any of you been to the Conservatory before” or “What do 
you think you will see?” 
 
2. Name Tags.  
Using nametags makes the students feel comfortable with you and that you are 
taking personal interest in them.  
 
3. Utilization of Adults.  
Discuss with the adult(s) in your group how they can assist during the tour. 
Example: helping the students stay on task simply by finding the right page in the 
Adaptation Booklet. 
 
4. Stickers.  
Students receive a sticker on their hand for questions and answers. This allows 
the Guide to call on students as equally as possible. 
 
5. Projection.  
Before entering each gallery, tell them what part of the tropics they are entering. 
Ask students what they think they will see and what the temperature and 
humidity may be like. By allowing students to anticipate and project, you have 
their attention because they will want to know if their “guesstimates” are correct. 
 
6. Flexibility.  
No tours ever turn out the same. Be ready to change direction at anytime if the 
students are not following you, look bored, or are not paying attention. Each 
grade will absorb information at a different rate and level. Within each grade, you 
will see a wide variety of learning, socialization, and behavior. 
 
7. Change Positions.  
Young children need to change positions every 10 minutes or so. After standing 
in one spot, walk to another part of the gallery and if seating is possible, let them 
sit. Both Aquatics and Potted Plants have seating. 
 
8. Demonstrate.  
Some children learn in an auditory or tactile manner, while others learn visually. 
Thus, it is important to demonstrate adaptations. For example, show what would 
happen if a prop root had not adapted to the environment.  
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9. Relate Plant Structure and Function to the Human Body.  
When students can see a relationship between these two factors, it becomes 
easier for them to understand and learn. Example: digestion in the pitcher plant 
and in the human body by enzymes. Or the imperial philodendron has 
spines/veins to give structure and support like the human body has a spine. 
Demonstrate what would happen if we didn’t have a spine. 
 
10. Behavior Issues and the Non-Involved Student.  
Draw the quiet or hesitant student into your group. Be patient while a student 
thinks out responses. Don’t let another child answer for them but rather give 
them prompts to help elicit a response. Being enthusiastic about a student’s 
question or answer or their excellent behavior will help make their tour special. 
Telling them how smart they are will make them glow. If a student is 
misbehaving, get them back on task with a kind word about how you like 
something they are doing. Catch them doing something good. 
 
Have fun! If you are having fun and are excited about what you are speaking 
about, this will translate to the youngsters! 
 
 

 


